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Eggman opens his Chocolate Factory for Sonic, Tails, Amy, Knuckles, and Cream but when the start the
tour it becomes a nightmare
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1 - Knuckles aka "Augustus Gloop"

Sonic and the Chocolate Factory

Characters (not in order):
Eggman- Willy Wonka
Sonic- Charlie Bucket
Knuckles- Agustus Gloop
Amy- Violet Beauregard
Cream- Veruca Salt
Tails- Mike Teevee
Chao- Oompaa Loompaa

*Note: they won't look like the kids in the movie, they'll be what they look like now ^^"

Chapter 1- "Agustus Gloop"

*Inside the Factory (Edible room)*

Eggman- In this room you can eat everything in here, the grass blades, the mushrooms, even me
but that would be called cannibalism (1 person eating another).

*everyone scatters and starts eating around the room while Knuckles is heading closer to the
chocolate river*

Cream- What are those things *points to a Chao*

Eggman- Oh thats one of my workers, they help me around the factory

Amy- Sounds kinda cool

Cream- Knuckles, what are you doing

Knuckles- *dips hand in chocolate river and drinks it*

Eggman- I wouldn't do that if I were you!

Knuckles- Whoa *falls in, splashing around in the chocolate*

Eggman- *sigh* oh well here comes a chocolate collector

*a disc like thing flies over where Knuckles is and starts to suck in chocolate along with
Knuckles*



Tails- Where does that take him?

Eggman- Its going to the Fudge room where it makes my delicious

Amy- Would you really do that?

Eggman- You wanna try Echidna-coated fudge?

Sonic, Tails, Cream, and Amy- No!

Eggman- Didn't think so, but don't worry he won't become fudge *calls for a chao*

Chao- *Flys over in front of Eggman*

Eggman- Can you go to the Fudge room and get Knuckles out of the fudge line before he
becomes fudge?

Chao- *responded by nodding head up and down*

Eggman- Ok

Chao- *Flys off in the same direction as the chocolate collector*

Sonic- He'll be alright, won't he?

Eggman- Of course, lets continue with the tour *looks in the direction of the boat*

*A boat comes out near the waterfall and stops in front of everyone and they climb into the boat
and ride the boat down the chocolate river*

To be Continued.....



2 - Amy aka "Violet Beauregard"

Sonic and the Chocolate Factory

Characters (not in order):
Eggman- Willy Wonka
Sonic- Charlie Bucket
Knuckles- Agustus Gloop
Amy- Violet Beauregard
Cream- Veruca Salt
Tails- Mike Teevee
Chao- Oompaa Loompaa

*Note: they won't look like the kids in the movie, they'll be what they look like now ^^"

Chapter 2- "Violet Beauregard"

*The boat stops in front of the door to the Inventing Room*

Eggman: Come on, we must hurry inside to keep up with the schedule.

*Everyone except for the Chaos exits the boat and walks into the Inventing Room*

Sonic, Tails, Amy, and Cream: Whoa

Eggman: This is my Invention Room, where I make new candy and see how they work, go ahead
and look at anything you want.

*Sonic, Tails, Amy, and Cream runs around the room looking at things*

Amy: What is that Chaos doing? *points to a machine with a Chao swimming around in it,
picking up jawbreakers*

Eggman: Oh *walks to the machine* This is one of my inventions, the Ever-Lasting Jawbreaker.

Chao: *Swims up and hands Eggman one of the jawbreakers*

Eggman: *Grabs the jawbreaker* Thank you.

Chao: *Dives under collecting more jawbreakers*

Cream: So you can chew on it.

Eggman: Oh if you chew on this, you'll break every single tooth in your little head



Cream: *Looks kinda scared*

Eggman: Come over here, I wanna show you something *walks to another machine*

*Everyone else follows Eggman to the machine*

Eggman: *Walks to a button near the machine* Wanna see it work?

*Everyone nodded yes*

Eggman: Ok *pushes button and watches the machine make a piece of gum*

*Everyone watches the machine and sees the machine ejecting something*

Tails: That's it?

Eggman: That's it.

Amy: *picks up gum* Its just gum

Eggman: Thats no ordinary gum, its my 3-Course Meal Gum

Sonic, Tails, Amy, and Cream: *Looks at Eggman like he's crazy*

Eggman: *Searches for cards and pulls them out and reads them* This piece of gum is the end of
all you need in a day, it does Lunch, Dinner, and Dessert.

Sonic: It sounds great

Cream: It sounds weird

Amy: Sounds like my kind of gum *pulls gum out of her mouth, sticks it behind her ear and puts
the 3-course gum into mouth*

Eggman: I wouldn't do that if I were you

Tails: How is it?

Amy: Its amazing, Tomatoe Soup and its running down my throat.

Eggman: Yeah, spit it out now

Sonic: You better do what he says

Amy: Its changing, Roast Beef and Baked Potatoe, crispy skinned too



Tails: What's wrong with it anyway?

Eggman: I'm a little concerned about the-

Amy: Blueberry Pie and Ice Cream!

Eggman: That part

Cream: Whats happening to her nose

*Everyone looks at Amy's face*

Sonic: Its turning blue

Tails: Her whole nose is purple

Amy: What are you guys talking about *rubs nose* whats going on?!

Eggman: Well there's a problem with the gum when it gets to the Dessert, its the pie that does it
I'm terribly sorry

Amy: *Notices that she's turning blue* Whats happening to me?!

*Amy's clothes turn to a shade of blue and she starts to swell up around the belly*

Tails: She's swelling up!

Sonic: Like a blueberry

*Amy starts to get bigger and rounder by the second and then stops when shes a giant blue ball*

Amy: *whimpers for a little bit*

Eggman: I tried that on 20 Chaos and everyone of them ended up as a blueberry, its just weird

Chao: *about 15 flew behind Amy and started pushing her toward a door*

Cream: What are they doing now?

Eggman: They're taking her to the Juicing Room before she explodes with all of that juice

*Everyone watches Amy slowly going through the door with the Chaos behind her*

Eggman: Come on, we need to hurry

To be Continued...........
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